DOFUS Update 2.48: Kolossium Leagues
Introducing the leagues to the Kolossium, a space reserved for PvP in DOFUS, is the
main innovation of the MMO's Update 2.48, online now. Class balancing adjustments,
the pet revamp, and the store content revamp are also on the agenda.

Roubaix, September 18, 2018: Eagerly awaited by DOFUS players, the league system organized
around the Kolossium aims to offer a clear representation of character rankings, as well as to provide
you with objectives and a continuous, intuitive advancement system.

At first, a season will be a period of around three months between two major updates, after which the
system will be reset. Every season, players will be free to progress in the six leagues – Bronze, Silver,
Gold, Crystal, Diamond, and Legend. The very first season of the Kolossium League is starting on
September 25
Rankings also mean rewards: In addition to experience and "Kolossokens" earned every fight, there
will be ornaments corresponding to the various leagues, and a title will be given to each player at the
end of the season, depending on their ranking.

SEE THE UPDATE PAGE
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